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INTRODUCTION
The Virginia Society AIA Emerging Leaders in
Architecture partnered with the Stakeholders of the
West End and Roanoke’s Department of Planning to
assess the needs of the West End Target Area and
brainstorm a solution over ten months. This book is a
compilation of our findings and analysis as well as a
proposal for change.
Our goal is to walk you through our thought process
whether you are a long-term resident of the West
End or just approaching Roanoke for the first time.
We want to capture the passion and energy of the
residents of the area and give a vision to the city and
neighborhood. This book is a catalyst to inspire and
explore the possibilities for the future of the West End
Village.
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Who is ELA?
Emerging Leaders in Architecture (ELA), is an Honors Academy of the Virginia
Society AIA designed to develop future leaders in architecture firms, in communities,
and in the profession. The ELA program consists of seven intensive day-long
seminars. Each session focuses on essential strategies or skills such as financial
management, presentation and communication skills, negotiating techniques,
understanding legal and ethical issues, and public service.
A class project is incorporated into the program, which lasts the entire year. It
is real-world and real-client based, and serves to help the participants put the
knowledge and skills they are learning into practice. The project for the 2013 ELA
class focuses on the West End Target Area in Roanoke, Virginia.
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Why West End?
The West End neighborhood is one of four major neighborhoods that comprise the core
of the City of Roanoke, Virginia. Established around the turn of the twentieth century,
the West End neighborhood was once known as a prosperous and desirable. The
West End experienced steady decline over the years, as did many neighborhoods in
Roanoke. The city of Roanoke and its citizens have been very proactive in revitalizing
the surrounding neighborhood communities; having already engaged in successful
renewal campaigns for three of the four neighborhoods.
Our introduction to the West End revealed that there were already significant efforts in
place from the city and community members to revitalize the neighborhood. The city of
Roanoke selects Target Areas and focuses community involvement and U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) funds on a specific neighborhood or cluster
of neighborhoods for three years. The West End Target Area includes the neighborhoods
of Hurt Park, Mountain View and West End, and will be the focus of Roanoke’s financial
efforts from 2011-2014. In the past these efforts have been in Southeast, Gainsboro and
Hurt Park.
There are a number of community organizations that have formed in the area. The West
End Center for Youth is an active organization with a regional draw. Black Dog Salvage (a
material salvage and antique shop) brings customers from outside the area into the West
End. The Stakeholders of the West End is an extensive list of religious and neighborhood
associations that are active in the Target Area. Freedom First Credit Union broke ground
on their first building in the West End in March 2013.
While the area is missing the economic stimulus of its adjacent and more stable
neighborhoods, it has a lot of tools in place to reach stability. Part of the biggest problem
we found as a group is the perception of the West End as an unsafe neighborhood.
While there is undesirable activity in broad daylight, these people are not residents of
the area. The residents and local police are actively trying to remove these illicit and
undesirable activities from the neighborhood.
8
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What are WE working on?
We, the 2013 ELA class, were introduced to the West End Neighborhood in
February of 2013. Facilitated by the City of Roanoke, ELA members met with
various stakeholders within the City and the West End Community. We met with
developers, community leaders, citizens, leaders from Freedom First Credit Union,
teachers from the West End Center, and long time residents of the neighborhood.
Although three members of our team are residents of the Roanoke area, this was
the first impression of Roanoke and the West End Neighborhood for many of our
group. It was obvious that many community leaders of Roanoke were already
passionately working on the issues facing the West End Neighborhood. The wide
range of backgrounds and proximity to the neighborhood from stakeholders gave
our group a broad sample of perspectives on what the major issues facing the
area are and what possible solutions for the neighborhood there may be. With so
many passionate people already keenly aware of the issues and already working
on potential solutions, what can 16 architects offer?
We felt that the efforts already in motion and in development are in the right
direction and the major unresolved issue for our group to focus our energy into
was the perception of the West End in the broader Roanoke community. We
realized that we could use our collective skill sets to improve the perception of
the neighborhood through the development and design of a campaign to change
the perception of the West End. This book is a window into our thought process
and how we arrived at the design elements of the campaign. In this book, we offer
potential solutions and ways to implement the designs to spark community pride
and ownership within the West End Neighborhood, and to change the perception
of the West End to the wider community.
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OBSERVATION + ANALYSIS
Our analysis shows that the West End has significant
opportunities to act as a hub of activity in Roanoke.
The area is close to downtown and provides a natural
path from the city to other neighborhoods. The
proximity to the Greenway provides further opportunity
to incorporate multimodal transportation options for
greater Roanoke to come through the West End.

1
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Where is West End?
The West End neighborhood lies between the Roanoke River and the Norfolk
Southern Railroad Tracks west of downtown Roanoke. Development in the area
dates to the early 20th Century as railroad executives and other wealthy citizens
began to move further from downtown into large houses with landscaped yards.
This area features some of the City’s finest examples of its early architecture.
Approximately half of the area is listed on the National Register of Historic Places
and the Virginia Landmarks Register.
Over the last half of the 20th Century, this area has undergone a number of changes.
Today it features a broad mix of land uses from single-family residential to industrial
districts. While the Hurt Park, Mountain View and West End neighborhoods are
no longer the premier residential neighborhoods they once were, the area has
retained much of its historic qualities and offers solid residential, commercial and
industrial redevelopment opportunities.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
REGIONAL CONTEXT
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The West End Target Area is centrally located in the
Roanoke metropolitan area with easy multimodal
access across the region via highway or bicycle lane
and greenway. Without a private automobile, one can
travel the city in 1 hour or less. One can typically bike
two times as fast as public transportation.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
LOCAL CONTEXT
INTERSTATE
HIGHWAYS
MAJOR ROADS
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The West End Target Area is a 1st tier suburb of
Roanoke within easy walking distance of downtown,
City Hall, and the Jefferson College of Health Sciences,
an employer of many of the neighborhood’s new
residents. Close proximity to the Roanoke Greenway
System provides safe bicycle access throughout the
city.
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What is West End’s History?
The West End neighborhood was rapidly developed between the years 1890
and 1930, which is a reflection of the prosperity that overtook Roanoke after the
merger of the Shenandoah Valley and Norfolk and Western railways in 1882. The
intensive industrial and commercial development of the city spurred a rapid need
for housing. To meet the demand for housing, several developers planned and
established neighborhoods. The area now known as the West End became the
neighborhood of workmen as well as officials of the Norfolk and Western Railway,
and became one of the most desirable residential communities in the city. Few late
19th and 20th century residential areas in Virginia contain so many outstanding
examples of middle and upper middle class housing of the period. The area
presents a wealth of architectural styles including the Queen Anne, Shingle Style,
Colonial Revival, Bungalow, American Foursquare and Tudor Revival.

18

Historic Photo of West End neighborhood, date unknown

1
Historic Photo of West End business, date unknown

19

Historic Photo of West End neighborhood, date unknown
Historic Map of West End neighborhood, circa 1911

Evidence of problems with drug dealers

Unwelcoming proliferation of No Trespassing signs

How is West End Perceived?
Roanoke is seemingly doing everything right to spur development in the West
End Target Area. The city currently provides a long list of incentives and grants.
Information on these programs is well documented, making it accessible to the
public. It has gathered community members and engaged the media. It has
funded countless studies and plans. However, even with civic help, prime real
estate and motivated residents, the neighborhood still struggles. The West End
Target Area of Roanoke suffers from a negative perception by outsiders.
The neighborhood’s infrastructure hasn’t been attended to in many years. The
streetscapes are bleak, sidewalks are damaged and many properties display
some sort of “no trespassing” sign. A food mart has painted the concrete wall
that surrounds it with “no sitting” on at least every ten feet of its length.

20

Bleak streetscape lacking trees

Uneven sidewalk

One of many No Trespassing signs

1

All these facts promote a neighborhood perception
that is not welcoming or friendly. Instead, it feels
unwelcoming and even dangerous.
We feel that the appearance of the neighborhood is
deceiving. Long term residents claim they never want
to leave. Students at the local Jefferson College of
Health Sciences move in for the cheap rent and many
decide to stay. Locals are fiercely loyal to their home
and describe a sense of community. Parents feel
comfortable enough to allow their children to operate a
lemonade stand on Patterson - alone. Things can’t be
all bad. Instead, this must be an issue of perception.
Broken crosswalk signal

21

A Master Plan for the 13th Street Corridor
We chose the 13th Street Corridor because it is the natural path through the West
End. Funneling people through Memorial Bridge allows the opportunity to make a
single statement that starts to change perception of the area. This statement can
show that the area is safe and livable to draw people through, discourage criminal
activity, and encourage the establishment of new businesses.

22
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
Aerial Photograph of 13th
Street from the Memorial
Bridge to Patterson. Imagery
by Google Maps.

A recent aerial photograph (Google Maps) of the 13th Street
Corridor in the West End Target Area reveals large expanses
of pavement, a lack of street trees, vacant lots and overgrown
properties. However, it also reveals a generous vehicular
infrastructure with wide streets and alleyways, large swaths of
public parkland, proximity to the Roanoke River, and large, single
family residences.
24

EXISTING CONDITIONS
BASE MAP
Base Map of the West End
Target Area centered on 13th
Street from the Memorial
Bridge to Patterson. Linework
is from Roanoke’s CAD plan,
last updated in 2001.

1

Roanoke’s CAD plan, last updated in 2001, provides a scalable
base on which to show analytical diagrams and design proposals.
Although over a decade old, the plan is relatively current and
unchanged. This is evidence of the lack of recent development
in the area.
25

EXISTING CONDITIONS
IMPERVIOUS SURFACES
Land covered in impervious
surfaces based upon current
aerial photography.

One of the major aesthetic challenges in the neighborhood is the
large expanse of paved surfaces along the 13th Street Corridor
(from an analysis of recent aerial photography). Aside from small
grass strips in the right of way, there is little room for greenery.
Of note is the relative low density of the surrounding residential
streets.
26

EXISTING CONDITIONS
TREE COVERAGE
Land covered in overstory
trees based upon current
aerial photography.

1
Aerial Analysis of the existing tree cover reveals a lack of street
trees throughout the neighborhood. Even in the residential
sections, trees are confined to the inside of blocks, and few
trees occupy the right of ways. A city policy requires a permit
application to plant or maintain trees in the right of way, and the
city website states that due to budgeting, it will not be planting
new trees.
The more successful parts of the neighborhood along Wasena,
Campbell, and portions of Patterson, all have street trees in the
right of way. Visitors perceive these streets as better places to
live.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
PROXIMITY TO LOCAL
DESTINATIONS
Distances and time required to
travel to select important areas
in Roanoke
13TH AND PATTERSON AVE

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

VIC THOMAS PARK
ROANOKE’S MUNICIPAL BLDG
1 MILE: 20 MIN. ON FOOT
CITY MARKET
1.4 MILES: 28 MIN. ON FOOT
JEFFERSON COLLEGE OF
HEALTH SCIENCES
1.5 MILES: 30 MIN. ON FOOT
SALEM
6.1 MILES: 14 MIN. BY CAR
BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY AT
HIGHLAND RD. VIA GREENWAY
8.2 MILES: 33 MIN. BY BIKE
BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY AT
CAMPBELL’S BURIAL PARK
VIA GREENWAY
8.4 MILES: 34 MIN. BY BIKE

The 13th Street Corridor, while a significant gateway and artery
to the West End Village, is only a short segment of street. At 0.4
miles long, it takes only 8 minutes to walk. However, the city’s
relatively small and focused investment in improving just this
stretch of road can positively affect the perception of the entire
neighborhood.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORTATION
Mass transit and non-vehicular
infrastructure.
BUS ROUTES
BUS STOPS
SIDEWALKS: PAVED
SIDEWALKS: BRICK
CROSSWALKS: MARKED
CROSSWALKS: SIGNALED
BIKE LANES / TRAILS

1

2 bus routes use 13th Street, and wide sidewalks follow both sides
of most streets. However, there are very few crosswalks, and only
one signaled crosswalk that was broken at the time of analysis.
One bike lane connects to the Greenway, but it ends after only a
few blocks at the Hurt Park Recreation Center. Poorly maintained
brick sidewalks border the south side of Patterson and are a trip
hazard.
With most of the paved infrastructure already in place, pavement
markings and signage could go far in making the street safer for
non-vehicular traffic.
29

EXISTING CONDITIONS
BROWNFIELDS
Brownfield zones identified for
development incentives.

Roanoke has designated a swath of land along the railroad as a
brownfield zone. The city works with affected property owners
and developers to coordinate cleanup and development as well
as help them access state and federal funds for these activities.
With Roanoke’s help, reusing a brownfield site is competitive with
greenfield development.
30

EXISTING CONDITIONS
ENTERPRISE ZONE
Properties
and
streets
designated
part
of
the
Enterprise Zone for commercial
development incentives.

1
Nearly all of the 13th Street Corridor falls within Roanoke’s
Enterprise Zone. Properties within this zone qualify for tax
incentives, fee rebates, and various grants to spur economic
development and property improvements. These incentives
include: partial real estate tax exemptions, development fee
rebates, as well as façade, utility connection, fire suppression
and hookup, neighborhood and parks, business security, and job
training grants.
31

EXISTING CONDITIONS
DESIGN CONTROL
DISTRICTS
Local and federal historic and
design control districts.
H-2 OLD SOUTHWEST
NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN
DISTRICT
NATIONAL REGISTER

Design Control Districts cover the majority of the neighborhood.
H-2 districts require architectural board review for most work.
Projects in neighborhood design districts receive a less stringent
review process with their building permit application. This
review provides businesses and residents protection from
incompatible development and safeguards the historic integrity
of neighborhoods. At the same time, the review process can be
a barrier to development.
The National Register of Historic Places has designated a
significant portion of the neighborhood as a historic district
under which properties are eligible for significant tax breaks and
incentives for improvements. While a developer must invest a
large proportion of the existing building’s value into the project,
the currently very low property values reduce this hurdle.
32

EXISTING CONDITIONS
PARKS AND RECREATION
Public parkland and trails.
PUBLIC PARKLAND
BIKING TRAILS

1

The 13th Street Corridor borders on a large swath of public
parkland and Roanoke’s Greenway. The Greenway already
extends halfway up the corridor and connects to the Hurt Park
Recreation Center.
33

EXISTING CONDITIONS
CURRENT USES
Current property uses
100 VACANT
140 COMMERCIAL VACANT
151 VACANT - SFR - CITY
155 VACANT - RELIGIOUS
158 VACANT - OTHER
200 SINGLE FAMILY
220 RES - NONLIVING AREA
258 SFR - OTHER
300 MULTI-FAMILY
354 MULIT-FAMILY REGIONAL
400 COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
420 COMM/INDUST MISCIMP
451 COMM/INDUST - CITY
455 COMM/INDUST RELIGIOUS
457 COMM/INDUST EDUCATIONAL
458 COMM/INDUST - OTHER

Mostly commercial and institutional uses line the 13th Street
Corridor. A small cluster of residential properties lies at the
southernmost end of the corridor. Vacant properties of all
uses are scattered throughout the area. Any proposals for the
neighborhood must address the varied uses that border 13th
Street.
34

EXISTING CONDITIONS
ZONING

Current property use zoning
designations.
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
URBAN FLEX
COMMERCIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL
MIXED USE
RESIDENTIAL MIXED DENSITY 2
RESIDENTIAL MIXED DENSITY 1
RESIDENTIAL SINGLE FAMILY 5

1

INSTITUTIONAL
RECREATION/OPEN

Current uses are less intensive than Roanoke’s most recent
zoning maps would allow. This is especially true at the ends of
the 13th Street Corridor where the city allows for more commercial
and mixed uses and single and multifamily residences still exist.
The many vacant properties and those not used to their full zoning
potential highlight the lack of development in the neighborhood.
A change in perception and an increased awareness of the many
qualities that exist will be the catalyst that reactivates growth.
.
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What is the Street Experience?
Many sidewalks are in disrepair, there are few crosswalks and no crosswalk signs.
The only signaled crosswalk is broken; its push button is duct-taped to a telephone
pole while the wire hangs loosely over the sidewalk. The traffic signals malfunction.
A car can wait at a stoplight for more than five minutes before a police officer
motions for the driver to run a red light. A four lane crossing at Patterson and
10th has no safe method for a pedestrian to cross. Furthermore, brick sidewalks,
composed of beautiful antique pavers imprinted with rosette patterns, line some
of the major roads. As old as the bricks they’re composed of, these sidewalks
undulate and buckle, and many are hidden beneath the overgrown lawns of vacant
properties.
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Boarded business

No Trespassing sign

Two Story Commercial:
Brick
Large plate glass windows
Transom window over doors

Drug buyers beware sign

West End Center for Youth

Broken crosswalk signal

Campbell to Patterson East

Campbell Ave SW

West End Methodist Church:
Neo-Classical
Ionic portico in antis

American Bungalow:
Brick
1 1/2-story
Bracketed overhanging eaves
Wood shingles in gables

Grass right-of-way
with no street trees

Chapman Ave SW

Vacant lot

1
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End of bike lane

Wasena Terrace SW

Grass right-of-way
with no street trees

American Foursquare:
Brick
Slightly asymmetrical facade
Square with hipped roof

Campbell Ave SW

Cleveland to Campbell East

Mountain View Rec Center:
Colonial Revival mansion
Two-story Ionic portico
Yellow brick
Front door with wide fanlights

Cleveland Ave SW

Community garden

Victorian/Shingle Style:
Steep pitched roof
Hip-roofed dormer
Flared overhangs
Projecting bay

Grass right-of-way
with no street trees

1
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Existing commercial

Grass right-of-way
with no street trees

Large expanse
of pavement

Existing commercial

Cleveland Ave SW

1

Cleveland to Campbell West
43

Campbell Ave SW

No crosswalk signal

Grass right-of-way
with no street trees

Existing commercial:
Dudley Automotive Corp.

Large expanse
of pavement

Existing commercial
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Chapman Ave SW

Two Story Commercial:
Brick
Large plate glass windows
Transom window over doors

Vacant lot

Grass right-of-way
with no street trees

Large expanse
of pavement

Campbell Ave SW

1

Campbell to Patterson East
45

Unsafe crosswalk

Patterson Ave SW

Bungalow:
Brick
2 1/2-story
Overhanging eaves
Hipped roof
Brick columns on porch

Vacant lot

Existing Commercial
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PERCEPTION + DESIGN

2

WE have the ability to change perception through
design. A few intentional moves can turn the side of
a street into an edge of movement creating a whole
new streetscape for drivers, bikers, and walkers. A
decision to remove expanses of blacktop brings whole
sections of a neighborhood back down to the scale of
the individual. That is our goal. By implementing small
design changes along the 13th Street Corridor WE can
reveal the vibrancy of a neighborhood and shake off the
shadow of the reputation that has become synonymous
47
with the West End.

WE Can Change Perception
vil*lage - noun /’vilij/
a self-contained district or community within a town or city, regarded as having features or characteristics
unique to that district or community.

The residents of the West End have an unyielding pride for their neighborhood.
That said, the neighborhood’s outward appearance does not reflect the passion of
the community. By adding street furniture, lit sidewalks, and landscaping, we can
encourage street activity. This will give the West End community the opportunity
to shine as a unique destination in Roanoke. We can create the West End Village..
48

The Workings Of A Great Crossroads
These boarded homes, this broken asphalt,
and the overgrown grass,
Speak Abandonment
The busy corners, the dangerous alleys,
and the lurking shadows,
Create Suspicion
The failing structures, the old rusted bikes,
and the fading paint,
Form Neglect

Honor the homes, mend old pathways,
and trim the grass,
Speak Care
Build new walks, celebrate the alleys,
and forget the shadows,
Create Renewal
Restore the structures, inspire bike rides,
and freshen the paint,
Form Revival

Crowded festivals, a shared culture,
and local foods,
Speak Celebration
Scenic walks, smooth paths,
and serene trails,
Create Experience
Unique landmarks, historic homes,
and iconic boulevards,
Form Identity

But we can start to change this.

We can start to create this.

We can start to share this.

The forgotten history, the hidden lives,
and the lost identities,
Speak Disorientation
Isolated walks, lonely yards,
and empty markets,
Create Vacancy
Orphaned businesses, closed shops,
and forfeited apartments,
Form Desolation

Identify the unique, find distinction,
and define essence,
Speak Character
Support the neighborhood, foster kinship,
and further community,
Create Commonality
Promote location, perceive place,
and display personality,
Form Charisma

Change from abandonment, Change from
suspicion, and Change from the neglect

But we can start to change this.

We can start to create this.

The thoughtful neighbors, the willing businesses,
and the giving organizations,
Speak Support
The adjacent Downtown, the bordering Greenway,
and nearby Raleigh Court,
Create Connectivity
The SWETA, the many caring residents,
and melding cultures,
Form Community

Inspired connections, linked landmarks,
and traveled paths,
Speak Place
Rich backgrounds, commemorated pasts,
and identified timelines,
Create Dignity
Restored connections, open pathways,
and free traverse,
Form Confidence

Speak Character, Create Commonality,
and Form Charisma

Together, we can start to change this.

We can start to create this.

Because we have all the workings
Of A Great Crossroads.

Change from disorientation, Change from
vacancy, and Change from the desolation
Change with support, Change with
connectivity, and Change with community.
Speak Care, Create Renewal,
and Form Revival

2

Speak Place, Create Dignity,
and Form Confidence
Then Share the Celebration,
Share the Experience,
and Share the Identity.

-A. E. Lockwood
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West End Village Experience
A few cosmetic changes can change the experience of the resident and visitor
in the West End. Small elements like banners and crosswalks, as well as more
extensive endeavors such as repaving sidewalks and adding street lights will
give the impression of care and community. The passion of the residents can be
reflected in the landscape. This is not just a neighborhood; it is a village.
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CAMPBELL

TO

PATTERSON WEST

CAMPBELL

TO

PATTERSON EAST

CLEVELAND

TO

CAMPBELL WEST

CLEVELAND

TO

CAMPBELL EAST
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New business location possible laundromat

Painted bike path

Shade trees to line street

New business location

Metal bike rack

Wall to close off alley for use of West
End Center students, new mural on
wall

Banners to line street

West End Center for Youth

Mural wall at West End Center

New bench

Painted crosswalk

2

Campbell to Patterson East
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Campbell Ave SW

Painted crosswalk

Street lighting

Covered bus stop

Painted crosswalk

Chapman Ave SW

Painted crosswalk
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Wasena Terrace SW

Street furniture

Shade trees to line street

Banners to line street

Painted bike lane

Painted crosswalk

Campbell Ave SW

2

Cleveland to Campbell East
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Cleveland Ave SW

Painted crosswalk

Covered bus stop

Street lighting

Mountain View (Rec Center)
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Street lighting

Street furniture

Covered bust stop

Painted crosswalk

Cleveland Ave SW

Painted crosswalk

2

Cleveland to Campbell West
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Campbell Ave SW

Painted crosswalk

Street furniture

Street lighting

Banners to line street

Shade trees to line street

Painted bike lane
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Painted crosswalk

Chapman Ave SW

Painted crosswalk

Street furniture

Covered bus stop

Street lighting

Campbell Ave SW
Painted crosswalk

2

Campbell to Patterson East
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Painted crosswalk

Patterson Ave SW

Painted crosswalk

Banners to line street

Shade trees to line street

Painted bike lane

Village Branding
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The West End Village needs unification. The sentiments of the stalwart residents
are well documented. However, an explicit symbol would go a long way in showing
the rest of the city of Roanoke that the West End is not only safe and reputable
but the only place where you can experience what is the West End. Practically
speaking, signage and branding throughout the corridor indicate the boundaries
of the West End Village and the add vibrancy to the streetscape. Rethinking the
image of the West End means reversing the perception of outsiders to the village
and empowering and mobilizing the residents within it. The implementation of the
new crosswalks, banners, bike lanes and trees will create an identity for the West
End Village.

CROSSWALKS

BIKE LANE ARROWS
LAMP POST BANNERS

NEIGHBORHOOD SIGN

2
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Neighborhood Branding and Logo

A thoughtful and well designed logo is a key element
to any successful branding campaign; the same is true
for the West End Village in Roanoke. The logo is an
essential part of the revitalization of the West End Village
because it creates an easily identifiable symbol which
unifies the residents and can be recognized by the wider
city of Roanoke. The logo is an essential part of the
brand of the West End Village. Promoting the new logo
and new name will help to build a positive image for
the neighborhood that will, in time, attract the desired
investments and future residents.
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Street Lightpole Banners

Installing banners on select pole
lights is a simple way of adding life
and color to the West End Village
streetscape, while simultaneously
reinforcing the neighborhood brand.

Printing and installing banners is also something relatively
inexpensive and can be implemented quickly. Below are
some quotes from popular websites for varying sizes of
double sided vinyl banners.
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Bus Graphics

West End Village graphics appear on multiple sides
of the city’s public transportation vehicles, renewing
citizens’ awareness of the neighborhood. These posters
can be either digitally printed or screen-printed on an
exterior grade removable decal. It may include a clear
coating to protect it from graffiti and grime.
Bus Vinyl Decal Film
Overall Size : 30” H x 144” W
Approximate Cost : $195 each
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Wayfinding Graphics
West End Village will be positively characterized by
its distinct wayfinding street graphics. Bike lanes,
pedestrian crosswalks, residences, restaurants and
shops are clearly delineated.
Bicycle Path Stencil
Overall Size : 120” x 48”
Approximate Cost : $240
Reusable LPDE Plastic Sheet
Crosswalk Stencil
Overall Size : Width of road x 84”
Size of one rectangle : 84” x 24”
Approximate Cost : $48
(+ cost of cutting custom design)
Reusable LPDE Plastic Sheet
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Neighborhood Gateway
Memorial Bridge and Black Dog Salvage are at the edge of the neighborhood.
There is currently no demarcation for vehicles from Raleigh Court or bicyclists and
pedestrians from the Roanoke Greenway to know that they are entering the West
End Village. Our proposal warrants a fixed sign to clearly mark this location as the
entrance to the neighborhood. The tree-lined boulevard with generous bike lanes
and sidewalks welcomes residents and visitors into the West End Village.
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NEW BIKE LANES
END

OF

EXISTING BIKE LANE

TREE-LINED MEDIAN
NEIGHBORHOOD SIGN
MEMORIAL BRIDGE
ENTRY

TO

2

GREENWAY
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Neighborhood Sign

This proposed sign located at the gateway
can help develop neighborhood identity
and create a threshold. It can also serve
as a source of information for local events,
achievements, or welcome new businesses
through the use of interchangeable banners.
The base can be constructed of brick or stone
to tie the design into the existing architecture
in the neighborhood, while the top can display
the West End Village logo.
68
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Interchangeable vinyl banner
hung from face of permanent
sign. Banners are intended to
be similar in style and size to
street post banners
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The existing entry to the Hurt Park Neighborhood from Memorial
Bridge is not currently marked as a gateway. There are no
street trees, and the lighting is minimal. Additionally, The street
is excessively wide for having two lanes and on-street parking
on both sides. This parking is underutilized and not necessary
for the majority of the properties due to alley access behind the
buildings.
70
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The proposed entry to the West End Village could be a much
more inviting gateway to the neighborhood. By eliminating the
on-street parking, a landscaped center median divides the traffic
and still allows room for bike lanes on both sides of the street.
Shade trees in the existing right of way and decorative light
fixtures beautify the street and give it a more human scale.
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Info Nodes + Bus Stops
The InfoNode (an information kiosk) and Bus Stop give the residents of the
West End tangible artifacts and will have a direct and immediate impact on the
neighborhood. The InfoNode gives residents ready access to aid for their homes
and businesses. A new bus stop creates a unique landmark for the neighborhood;
an opportunity to incorporate West End’s branding; and, of course, a covered
place to wait for the next ride.
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INFONODE

BUS STOPS
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Info Nodes

The city of Roanoke offers several incentives
and grants for homes and small businesses.
These forms of aid attempt to create a more
stable base of homeowners and an enterprise
zone within the neighborhood. However, the
majority of residents in the West End do not
have ready access to either the internet or
immediate transportation. As a result many of
the residents are unaware and unable to fill
out the forms for the various types of aid they
could receive.
The InfoNode takes the information to the
people. A simple system of pre-postaged
forms are set within a weatherproof container
waiting to be filled out. Once they are filled
out they can be put in a mailbox to be sent
to be filed. In this way, the InfoNode is an
immediately tangible artifact that directy
serves the people within the neighborhood.

A simple material palette
and means of construction
allow for a product that can
be rolled out quickly and
located virtually anywhere.

The sheet metal that acts as a small cover for
the InfoNode is a ready place to incorporate new
branding for the neighborhood. The availability
of large signage also affords to opportunity
for this feature to become a landmark for
orientation within the neighborhood.
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Versatility allows for some
city scale graphics to used
on the neighborhood scale.
The city colors can be used
in a number of combinations
to make a vibrant, eyecatching feature that is still
unique to the West End.
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Bus Stops

Based on interviews with local homeowners
and business owners, public transportaion is
one of the main modes of transportation for
the West End. The neighborhood does have
several bus stops along the 13th Street corridor
and Patterson Avenue, but not a single one of
them is anything more than a sign on a lamp
post.
A covered bus stop would not only provide
shelter to anyone catching a ride on a rainy
day, but, like the InfoNode, provide another
opportuinity to create not only another
landmark but also a location for new branding
for the neighborhood.
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Similar color combinations and
signage to the InfoNode are another
opportunity to create a cohesive
language between the West End and
the Ciry of Roanoke.

This dynamic form is a visually
arresting statement that assures that
no one will ever mistake where a bus
stop is in along the 13th Street corridor.
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Streetscape Upgrades
The streetscape upgrades were developed to improve the overall look and feel
of the 13th street corridor. The recommendations for these efforts are to support
several key goals: transform the overall look and feel of the 13th street corridor,
improve pedestrian and bicycle circulation and provide a transition from the
greenway into the West End Village. The streetscape is envisioned as a grand
green boulevard with an aim at promoting a vibrant and distinctive neighborhood.
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13TH + PATTERSON

CAMPBELL

TO

CLEVELAND

MEMORIAL BRIDGE

CHAPMAN

TO

TO

WASENA

CLEVELAND

2

ROANOKE GREENWAY
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Street Lighting

MEMORIAL TO CLEVELAND
Brand: Forms+Surfaces
Model: Triada Pedestrian Lighting
Pole Height: 8’ - 12’
Price: $2,427.00
Total # on 13th Street Corridor: 57
Tax: $7,331.97
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Total Price for Improved Lighting:
$145,670.97

Street Seating
Brand: Forms+Surfaces
Model: Copenhagen Bench
Size: 78” L x 34” H x 24.5” D
Price: $1,950.00
Total # on 13th Street Corridor: 12
Tax: $1,240.20
Total Price
$24,630.00

for

Street

CLEVELAND TO WASENA

Seating:

2
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Bike Parking
Brand: Forms+Surfaces
Model: Olympia Bike Rack
Size: 7” L x 3” D x 35.6” D
Price: $375.00
Total # on 13th Street Corridor: 5
Tax: $99.38
Total Price for Bike Parking:
$1,974.38

CAMPBELL TO CHAPMAN
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Receptacles

13TH + PATTERSON
Brand: Forms+Surfaces
Model: Urban Renaissance
Capacity: 45 Gallon
Price: $1,397.00
Total # on 13th Street Corridor: 12
Tax: $1,397.00
Total Price for Waste Receptacles
$17,652.49
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Street Sections
These street sections show the proposed functions and
how they work with existing street widths. We focused
attention and efforts on 13th Street, though these concepts
can be applied to additional streets in the neighborhood.
A 50 foot wide existing street can have a sidewalk, street
trees, bike lanes and still have enough room for two way
passage for cars. An existing 60 foot wide street can
accommodate the same amenities as well as a center
median with additional vegetation.
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Street Landscaping
Small Trees: Crape Myrtle - Laerstoemia Indica : $150
Total # on 13th Street Corridor: 11
Shade Trees: Willow Oak - Quercus Phellos : $75
Total # on 13th Street Corridor: 107
Total Price for Improved Landscaping:
$9,675 + Tax
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Looking north towards Cleveland Ave, 13th Street is wide and
somewhat barren, yet full of potential. By repurposing the
unnecessary on-street parking to create space for a landscaped
median and bike lanes, Roanoke would make this segment of
street into a more welcoming and bicyclist/pedestrian friendly
gateway to the West End Village. Street trees, site furniture, and
decorative lighting make this an enjoyable place to be. Branding
opportunities on lamp post banners, pavement markings, and
even the city buses give the stretch of street an identity and link
it to the rest of the West End Village.
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Further down 13th street, at Campbell, again the street is wide
and somewhat barren, yet full of potential. By repurposing the
unnecessary on-street parking to create space for a landscaped
median and bike lanes, Roanoke would make this segment of
street into a more welcoming and bicyclist/pedestrian friendly
gateway to the West End Village. Street trees, site furniture,
and decorative lighting make this an enjoyable place. Branding
opportunities on lamp post banners, pavement markings, and
even the city buses give the stretch of street an identity and link
it to the rest of the West End Village.
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West End Center for Youth Renovations
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The West End Center for Youth was established in 1979 as a safe haven for the
neighborhood children of all ages. Since that time the center has experienced
tremendous growth, both in the number of children served, programs and services,
and buildings. In 1992, the Center moved to its current location on Patterson and
purchased additional buildings in 1996 and 2000. What the Center needs now is
a comprehensive master plan to address site safety concerns, street visualization,
necessary building renovations, and future additions to the center. Several ELA
members will continue to work with the Center’s staff over the next year to design
a site plan that better fits their current and future needs and to help develop a
building renovation fundraising campaign for the center.

West End Center Campus

2
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"Today, the West End Center serves 140 children
each year who live in many of Roanoke's
disadvantaged neighborhoods.
The goal
of the program is to equip children with the
developmental assets they need to become
productive, responsible adults."
-www.westendcenter.org

The current facility provides an array of areas
for the children to play and learn. A half court
basketball area serves as the main event, which
is also the most visible part of the Center, located
on the corner of 13th and Patterson. Adjacent
to the court is a small shaded area with 2 picnic
tables that serve as a hangout area for the kids
not shooting hoops. Behind the Center is a
playground and a small field for playing soccer.
The buildings themselves serve the Center’s
needs with limited resources. The K-9 building
has classrooms, offices, a computer lab, a
small kitchen, and a small dining area. Over
the years, the Center has made improvements
to the facility whenever possible, but often with
limited funds.
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Offices/
Teen Ce
n

ter

One of the most important needs
the Center has is developing a safe
connection between the Center and the
offices across the street.

Crosswalks & street signage

Center

for You
th

West End Center: safe drop off & entry
point
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The goal in this design is to slow down
traffic with graphics painted on the road.
This is inexpensive and effective.
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Another concern is the connection
between the Center and the front play
area, with the playground and field in
the back of the Center. The city has
already agreed to block off a portion
of the alley to create a safe passage
for the children.
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Mural walls

Seating area

Play area graphics
to inspire creativity

The perception of the West End Center
is mainly derived from the active front
play yard, which sits at the corner of 13th
and Patterson.
This key corner should emphasize the
value and importance of the Center in
the neighborhood.
With the addition of another basketball
hoop, a vibrantly painted court, and a
little landscaping (to include art walls
and new seating), the true face of the
Center will be re-energized.

2
Basketball court

Entry to Center

These small, but significant changes will
help the community see the importance
and vibrancy of the Center. With more
awareness and more funding, the Center
can then make more improvements to
their existing facility. The ray of light
will shine even brighter and continue to
serve the next generation of leaders in
this community.
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The West End Center sits at the busy intersection of 13th and
Patterson, yet the only crosswalk signal is broken, and the
pavement markings are wearing thin. A cluster of trees provide
shade to a seating area near the corner, but a chain link fence
prevents public use. Aside from a mural on one wall of the
building, there is little to mark this as a place for children.
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Street improvements, better crosswalks, and bright pavement
markings make the intersection much safer for crossing children,
parents, and anyone else passing through the neighborhood.
Trees, limbed high for security, and new lighting make the street
much more inviting for pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular traffic.
A new pocket park with seating and brightly colored mural walls
mark the corner and provide a nice place for the public to wait for
the bus, stop and rest on their commute, pick up their children
from the center, or just meet with their neighbors.
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The existing mural livens the streetscape though the majority of
the pavement and buildings do not express that this is a place for
children. Brightly colored pavement outside the center provides
multiple courts for basketball and other games. This low-cost
proposal creates a more lively and active space that speaks to
the presence of children.
98
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Where Do WE Go From Here?

102 - 103

Potential Businesses+Programs

104 - 109

West End Village: A Campaign to Change Perception
proposes a comprehensive vision for the future of the
West End community. We are driven by the belief that
the West End is an integral and vibrant neighborhood
within the City of Roanoke. Our design proposals are
intended to show off the amenities of the West End-the active organizations, the proximity to downtown and
the potential as a corridor. We believe that our design
proposal, in conjunction with the city’s incentives and
the community’s determination can bring forward the
unique character of the West End Village.

POTENTIAL
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We are convinced that Roanoke’s West End is on the verge of an exciting
transformation. A transformation founded by the strength of the community and
the leaders in the city. We, the 2013 Virginia Society AIA Emerging Leaders in
Architecture, propose a contextual vision for the future of the West End Village.
We offer our proposal as a plan of action to unite current efforts from the residents
and the city. We believe that design has the ability to shape the neighborhood:
to bring forward the vivacity that lives in each resident. With this campaign as a
catalyst, the West End Village moves forward with a new visual identity and an
open discussion.

Where Do WE Go From Here?
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Phase 1:
1-6 months, low cost
Start fundraising
Wide use of logo
Paint crosswalks
Print banners
Paint murals
Paint bike lanes
Bus advertisement
West End Center street painting
Better Block
The First Serve

Phase 2:
1-3 years, substantial cost
Purchase street furniture
Repurpose street sections
Install additional street lights
Plant new landscaping
Build covered bus stops
Build InfoNode
Build neighborhood sign
West End Center master plan
Phase 3:
1-10 years, outside investment
Laundromat
Grocery
Convenience Store
Local Shops and Restaurants
Apply design to additional streets

1

2

3
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Our design proposal improves the outward appearance of the neighborhood, but
the area will still lack many urban amenities. Though downtown is quite close by
public transportation, an urban neighborhood should have amenities within a few
minutes walk. Businesses and community programs inside the neighborhood are
essential for the West End Village to thrive after the campaign. Many developers
are timid to approach the neighborhood, though their investment is a necessary
step in the revitalization effort. Businesses such as a grocery store, a laundromat,
a bank, convenience stores, and take out restaurants are expected in an urban
environment. Similarly, community sports programs and organized street activities
increase movement inside the neighborhood and encourage residents to be
outside. We are proposing ideas for business types and community activities
along the 13th Street corridor based on need and opportunity.

Potential Businesses + Programs
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PROPOSED LAUNDROMAT
PROPOSED GROCERY
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Laundromat
Potential Location: 469 13th Street
In conjunction with the campaign to change
perception, a number of desolate existing
buildings can be repurposed to serve the
needs of the residents. Currently there is an
absence of a Laundromat or dry cleaning
facility in the West End Area. This is a basic
necessity for city life and would provide
the West End Village a cost effective and
convenient way to clean clothing. The
location on the corner of Thirteenth Street
and Chapman would yield a large market
within walking distance. One of the benefits
of living in an urban environment is access
to nearby facilities, and the implementation
of a laundry is natural.
Roanoke is a city with a propensity to the
outdoors and healthy lifestyle. To promote
this theme in the West End Village, we
can capture the innovation of the washing
industry. There is a new technology for bike
pedal propelled washing drums. These
barrel like objects attach to stationary bikes
and use manpower to rotate the drum, as
a washing machine spins to clean clothes.
The washing drums would be cost effective
to users and would encourage a healthy
lifestyle.
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Supermarket
Potential Location: 502 13th Street
While there is a weekly farmer’s market at
13th Street and Patterson, the West End
Village needs a stable source of fresh food.
This neighborhood needs healthy options
as all times of the day. A supermarket will
thrive without competition and provide
essential amenities to the residents.
There was a food market located in the
neighborhood on Patterson near 13th
Street. Unfortunately it closed down. The
community is now left with a need for
variety and quality of food walking distance
to their homes.
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Community Revitalization Program

The Better Block project started in April, 2010, when a group of
community organizers, neighbors, and property owners gathered
together to revitalize a single commercial block in an underused
neighborhood corridor. The area was filled with vacant properties,
wide streets, and few amenities for people who lived within walking
distance. The group brought together all of the resources from
the community and converted the block into a walkable, bikeable
neighborhood destination for people of all ages complete with
bike lanes, cafe seating, trees, plants, pop-up businesses, and
lighting. The project was developed to show the city how the
block could be revived and improve area safety, health, and
economics if ordinances that restricted small business and multimodal infrastructure were removed. Since that time, Better Block
projects have been developed throughout the World with many of
the temporary infrastructure improvements and businesses made
permanent.

New two-way cycle track

Four areas addressed when developing a Better Block:
Safety (Real and Perceived) – First and foremost, if an area feels
unsafe then everything breaks down. Whether it be businesses,
schools, or neighborhood revitalization, the key to changing a
place is addressing its perceived safety.

Cut through street converted into a market with a cafe

Shared Access – The next goal we focus on is looking at ways to
bring more people into the area by various modes of transportation.
Stay Power – How can we encourage people to visit the area and
have them linger, and invite their friends?
8 – 80, dog-owners - Lastly, we look at amenities that create
invitations for children, seniors, and dog owners on a block.
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Elementary school students filling the street with art

Youth Sports Program
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Thank You
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Thank you to our organizers, Brian Frickie, Gwyn Gilliam, and Wayne Conners.
Thank you to the ELA steering committee. Thank you to the City of Roanoke.
The City Manager’s Office and the Planning Department: Chris Chittum, Frederick
Gusler, Katharine Gray, Brian Townsend. SWETA - Stakeholders
of the West End Target Area. West End Center for Youth: Joy Parrish. West End,
Mountain View and Hurt Park Residence. Freedom First Credit Union: Rod Nunez.
LEAP - Local Environmental Agriculture Project. Local developer - Lucas Thorton

Thank You
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Better Block Website (www.betterblock.org)
City of Roanoke Website (www.roanokeva.gov)
Hurt Park/Mountain View/West End Neighborhood Plan
National Register of Historic Places Inventory - Nomination Form for Southwest Historic District
Residential Pattern Book for the City of Roanoke
Roanoke GIS (gis.roanokeva.gov)
Roanoke Master Plan
West End Center Website (www.westendcenter.org)
ELA Contact:
Wayne Conners (wconners@aiava.org)

Contact Information + References
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